
proper names in plays
by chance or design

M C GOLIGHTLY

readers of fictional material are generally subconsciously
impressed with names given to characters in a play or story
by an author without being aware of any underlying motiva-
tion on the part of the author for having given them such
names are ostensibly given through the creative process in an
attempt to produce such symbolic representation of that char-
acter which best expresses a personal estimate or understand-
ing of it insofar as the author is concernedisconcerned this understand-
ing takes place in part in the mind of the reader by his in-
stinctive reaction to the name a process of which he is seldom
aware

it is logical to assume that these names like any other
appellationsappel lations given to any person place or thing are created
from a combinatoin of factors deriving whatever connotations
they may have from the combined total experiences of the
author and of the reader names are likely to be derived from
any background or environmental pattern which may have
stimulated the author at one time or another such patterns
sometimes being intentionally acquired through intellectual
pursuit or accidentally acquired through social activity the
author may not be able to explain how he named a particular
character or even to trace the source of inspiration for use of
any singular type name but we can assume that the inclina-
tion for so recognizing a character even in a nebulous way
at first is an initial factor in establishment of personal iden-
tification for the author

names take on even greater significance when given oral
expression sincesince the word itself is composed of syllables
which have their beginnings in all of the traditional and deri-
vationalvational usages connected with particular phonationsphonations alt-
hough the word meaning or intentional meaning carries the
first impression something new is added when vocal inter-
pretationpretation of a name gives it an audible and inflectional per
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sonalitysodalitysonality the author and the reader and in the plays the dram-
atist each give a particular and differentiating connotation to
the name according to the individual differences which affect
their interpretation

titles and names of people are a fascinating part of any
written material they intrigue us into exploration and as we
discover facets within their personalities we experience things
with them until finally we have vicarious associations with
them these associations are vitally connected with relation-
ship to names and since names have always shared the essence
of the personalities of the people who bear them we apply
readings into character because of them it is known that
people often receive distorted impressions of a given name be-
cause of their own association with it these distortions may
have been repeated in the giving of nicknames or terms of rela-
tionshiptionship which have long been used in lieu of given names
other than surnames to distinguish certain peoples from others
who bear the same name although such distortion of names
was a common practice during the time of the writing of res
torational plays other technically contributive changes have de-
veloped which have had a profound influence in this respect

changes in intellectual understandings through broader
educational privileges have brought about an equanimity of
social standards among people resulting in psychological free-
dom in bestowing of names this has in turn resulted in a
variety of phonetic impressions being used in this regard
ernest weekley has outlined the major phonetic changes oc-
curring most frequently in the etymology of name giving

aphesis is the loss of the unaccented first syllable as in
barcybacaybaccy and tater it occurs almost regularly in words of
french origin eg squire and esquire prentice and appren-
tice when such double forms exist the surname invariably
assumes the popular form eg prentice squire many
names beginning with n are due to aphesis eg nosbnoshnashnoth for
aftenattenat tenfen ash naldernaiderN dideralderaldef nelms nock artenattenarrenat fenten oak nokes nye
atten ey at the island nangle atten angle nindnmddmd or anendnend
atten indmd or end epenthesis is the insertion of a sound
which facilitates prounuciation such as that of bh inin fr
chambre from lat camera the instrusive sound may be a
vowel or a consonant as in the names henery hendry per-
versionsversions of henry to hendry we owe the northern hender-
son which has often coalesced with anderson from andrew
these are contracted into hensonhenfhens on and anson the latter also
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from ann and agnes epithesis or the addition of a final
consonant is common in uneducated speech eg sc holard
goundgownd garding etc I1 say uneducated but many such
forms have beanbeen adapted by the language eg sound fr sonwn
and we have the name kitchingkjtchmg for kitchen assimila-
tion is the tendency of a sound to imitate its neighbor
thus the d of hud p 3 sometimes becomes t in contact
with the sharp s hence hutson tomkins tends to become
tonkins whence tonkstanks if the m and k are not separated
by the epenthetic p tompkins the same group of
names isis affected by dissimilation ie the instinct to avoid
the recurrence of the same sound thus ranson son of ran
olf or randolfrandoll becomes ransom by dissimilation of one n
and hanson son of han see p 3 becomes hansom
in sansom we have sampson assimilated to sanson and then
dissimilated metathesis or the transposition of sound
chiefly affects I1 and r especially the latter our word cress
is from mid eng kers which appears in karslake toulmin
is for tomlintomim a doubledimdouble dim eline li or tom grundy is for
gundry from anglo sax gundred and joe gargery des
sendedbended from a gregory

since we might assume that cristening namenamess given to their
offspring by parents areate generally given them because of im-
pressionspres sions real or imaginary it might also follow that such im-
pressionspressions may be related to the euphonious associations which
the name bears or through environmental experiences of the
donors with the phonetic factors of the name names also
have been given through a favorable association with trifling
or important incidents or from states of affairs or from fes-
tive occasions or they may be patronymic or matronymic sug-
gesting identity with forbears

such knowledge should have some influence upon the
author as he is a parent of a kind through fostering a
literary child and should be affected by these same factors
as he chooses names for the characters in his play or story the
creative process which goes into the name giving of some
children is only an attributable factor adding lustre to the
otherwise conformativeformativeconfirmativecon method of bestowing proper names
as a result of choosing the most desirable from among a num-
ber of names found to be objectionablenonobjectionablenon the author how-
ever expresses in certain degrees some conscious or subcon-
scious hopes or intimations for those characters in the names

ernest weekley the romance of names london john murray albe-
marle street W 1914 p 33
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he chooses for them without relying upon the direct or per-
sonal reaction of relatives or contradictory factors derived
through ancestral traditions though some exploratory work
has been done occasionally in this area by a few interested
writers an exhaustive study substantiated by literary evidences
could be significantly rewarding one can be certain that a
great number of variable influences would be found through
further research in this direction languages in their systemiza-
tion and colloquialization through usage have advanced their
peculiar accents and phonemes through a repetition of com-
municationmunication respective of individualism or formalism as time
and setting demanded

in the following study of fourteen plays of the restora-
tion period eight comedies four tragedies one heroic drama
and a musical comedy a listing of the names of characters have
been categorized and a few comparisons made which might
indicate what may have influenced the minds of the men who
wrote during that period it should be readily apparent that
there seemed to be- a discrimination on the part of the respec-
tive authors to distinguish certain types by appending mr
mrs lord count and other parts to ordinary names

separate listings have been made to suggest that some prompt-
ing in the author s mind influenced him to attach this other
part to the name rather than to use the single name as in the
other cases mainly to achieve an effect

examples cited in this study should indicate that the be-
stowal of purposeful and stimulating names is either a purely
subjective gesture or an artifactualartifactual and subconscious process in
which all the techniques learned and unlearned are employed
one having a direct relationship to the creative powers of the
author the other having little or none at all names and
authors have been listed on either side of titles so that com-
parisonsparisons and similarities might be noted among separate
works

MEN double names including mr and titles

names of characters title of play author

don alonzo daguilar the conquest of granada john dryden
thomas aimwellarmwell the beaux stratagem george farquhar
mark antony all for love john dryden
duke of arcos the conquest of granada john dryden

francis archer the beaux stratagem george farquhar
king arthur tomtoni thumb henry fielding
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robin of bagshottBagshott the beggars opera john gay
count bellair the beaux stratagem george farquhar
old harry bellair the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege
young harry bellair the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege
sir john bevil the conscious lovers richard steele

john bevil jr the conscious lovers richard steele
jerry blackacre the plain dealer william wycherly
mahomet boabdelin the conquest of granada john dryden
ben budge the beggars opera john gay
roger bull the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh

william catesby janelaneidue shore tragedy nicholas rowe
sir tumbellytunbellyTumbelly clumseychumsey the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh

sir charles easy the careless husband colley cibberbibber

old novelty fashion the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
young thomas fashion the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
sir fopling flutter the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege
lord foppingtonFoppington the careless husband colley cibberbibber
sir charles freeman the beaux stratagem george farquhar
sir john friendly the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh

duke of gloster janelaneidnelsne shore tragedy nicholas rowe
lord grizzle tom thumb henry fielding

lord hastings ianejaneigne shore tragedy nicholas rowe
crook fingered jack the beggars opera john gay

matt of the mint the beggars opera john gay
edward mirabell way of the world william congreve
lord moerloveMoer love the careless husband colley cibberbibber

charles myrtle the conscious lovers richard steele

nimmingdimming ned the beggars opera john gay

major oldfox the plain dealer john gay

harry paddington the beggars opera john gay
lord plausible the plain dealer william Wycwycherlyberiyberlyherly
sergeant ploddenplodded the plain dealer william wycherly

sir richard ratcliffe ianejanelanelsne shore tragedy nicholas rowe
mr sealand the conscious lovers richard steele
mr smirk the plain dealer william wycherly
ghost of gaffer thumb tom thumb henry fielding

tom thumb tom thumb henry fielding
jimmy twitcher the beggars opera john gay

edward worthy the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
anthony witwoud way of the world william congreve

sir wilford witwoud way of the world william congreve

MEN single names

abdalla the conquest of granada john dryden
abdelmelechAbdelmelech the conquest of granadagranada john dryden
abenemarAbenemar the conquest of granada john dryden
alexas all for love john dryden
almanzor the conquest of granada john dryden
antonio all for love john dryden

bagshot the beaux stratagem george farquhar
bayes the rehearsal george villiers
bedamanbedaian venice preserved thomas otway
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beggar the beggars opera john gay
Belbeibellamourbeclamourlamour janelanehanebane shore tragedy nicholas rowe
blunder the plain dealer william wycherly
bonniface the beaux stratagem george farquhar
brabearabe venus preserved thomas otway
brainwellbraunwellBrainwellweilweli venus preserved thomas otway
buttongownButtongown the plain dealer william wycherly

cimbertoncumbertonCimberton the conscious lovers richard steele
cordelio the rehearsal george villiers
coupler the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh

nanieldaniel the conscious lovers richard steele
decius cato joseph addison
Doldoidollabelladellabellalabella all for love john dryden
doodledoodie tom thumb henry fielding
dorimantDorimant venus preserved thomas otway
drawcansir the rehearsal george villiers
dumont janelaneidne shore tragedy nicholas rowe
durand venus preserved thomas otway

elioteilot venus preserved thomas otway

fainallfarnall way of the world william congreve
ferdinand the conquest of granada john dryden
filchfllch the beggars opera john gay
foigardforgard the beaux stratagem george farquhar
foodleboodle the beggars opera john gay
freeman the plain dealer william wycherly

gibbet the beaux stratagem george farquhar
gomel the beggars opera john gay

hamet the conquest of granada john drydrydenden
handy the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege
harry the rehearsal george villiers
humphrey the conscious lovers richard steele
hounslow the beaux stratagem george farquhar

jaffeirsaffeir venus preserved thomas otway
johnson the rehearsal george villiers
juba cato joseph addison

LaVerole the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
lockett the beggars opera john gay
lory the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
luciusluclus cato joseph addison

macheathmacbeathMacHeath the beggars opera john gay
harcus cato joseph addison
kfedley venus preserved thomas otway
merlin tom thumb henry fielding
vfezzana venus preserved thomas otway
ayrisqyris all for love john dryden

noodlenoodie tom thumb henry fielding
novil the plain dealer william wycherly

ozmynkozmyn the conquest of granada john dryden

peachumbeachum the beggars opera john gay
petulant the plain dealer william wycherly
petulant way of the world william congreve
pierre venus preserved thomas otway
portius cato joseph addison
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prettymanpretty man the rehearsal george villiers
friulipriuli venus preserved thomas otway

quaint the plain dealer william wycherly

retrosretrosebetrosebetrose venus preserved thomas otway
revillidioRevil lidio venus preserved thomas otway0twayatway

scrub the beaux stratagem george farquhar
selin the conquest of granada john dryden
semproniussemploniusSempronius cato joseph addison
serringederringeSerringe the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
serapion all for love john dryden
smith the rehearsal george villiers
spinosa venus preserved thomas otway
splitcauseSplitcause the plain dealer william wycherly
sullen the beaux stratagem george farquhar
syphax cato joseph addison

ternonbernon venus preserved thomas otway
theodore venus preserved thomas otway
tom the conscious lovers richard steele
tugg the plain dealer william wycherly

zulema the conquest of granada john dryden

WOMEN double names including mrs and titles

widow blackacre the plain dealer william wycherly
lady bountiful the beaux stratagem george farquhar

molly brazen the beggars opera john gay

mrs callicoecallicotCalli coe the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
betty doxy the beggars opera john gay
lady easy the careless husband colley gibber
mrs edging the careless husband colley cibberbibber

mrs arabella fainallfarnall way of the world william congreve
diana frapescrapes the beggars opera john gay
lady graveairsGraveairs the careless husband colley cibberbibber

miss hoyden the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh

lucy lockitlocket the beggars opera john gay
mrs marwood way of the world william congreve
mrs millamantMil lamant way of the world william congreve
lady betty modish the careless husband colley cibberbibber

mrs peachumpeachurnbeachumPeachurn the beggars opera john gay
polly Peapeachumpeachurnbeachumchurn the beggars opera john gay

mrs sealand the conscious lovers richard steele
jane shore the jane shore tragedy nicholas rowe

mrs slammekinslammerkinSlammekin the beggars opera john gay
mrs sullen the beaux stratagem george farquhar

suky tawdry the beggars opera john gay
lady townley the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege

dolly trull the beggars opera john gay
mrs vixen the beggars opera john gay

lady woodvillwoodfillWoodvill the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege
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WOMEN single names

abigail the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
alicia the jane shore tragedy nicholas rowe
Almahide the conquest of granada john dryden
amanda the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
amaryllis the rehearsal george villiers
aquilina venus preserved thomas otway

belvidera venus preserved thomas otway
bellinda the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege
benzaydaBenzayda the conquest of granada john dryden
berintheaberinthiaBerinthea the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
betty the waywa of the world william congreve
busy the man of mode william congreve

charmioncharinionCharinion all for love john dryden
cherry the beaux stratagem george farquhar
cleopatra all for love john dryden
cleora tom thumb henry fielding
cloris the rehearsal george villiers

dollalollaDollalolla tom thumb henry fielding
dorinda the beaux stratagem george farquhar

eliza the plain dealer william wycherly
emilia the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege
esperanza the conquest of granada john dryden

fidelia the plain dealer william wycherly
foible the way of the world william congreve

gipsey the beaux stratagem george farquhar

harriet the man of mode george etheregeetherageEthe rege
holymaholema the conquest of granada john dryden

indiana the conscious lovers richard steele
isabella the conscious lovers richard steele
isabella all for love john dryden
iras the conquest of granada john dryden

jenny the beggarsBeggarbeggarsoppopyoisOpopeyaoperaeyaeraeyd john gay

lettice the plain dealer william wycherly
lucia cato joseph addison
lucinda the conscious lovers richard steele
lydarakaLydaraka the conquest of granada john dryden

mincing the way of the world william congreve
mustachamustacheMustacha tom thumb henry fielding

octavia all for love john dryden

parlas the rehearsal george villiers
parthenope the rehearsal george villiers
pert the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege
phyllis the conscious lovers richard steele

it should be noticed that there is a frequency of those names
which begin wiwithth the letter B twenty names in the men s

division outnumber the next most frequent those which begin
with A CQ and P numbering sixsix in each names be
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ginning with two plosive sounds two open vowel sounds and
two fricatives might have significant meaning in a technical
study

it is interesting to note that in the 13 classification in
the men s division approximately half of the characters are
humorous inin personality projection and the other half are
romance and background or secondary personages among
these of the women in the B area there is an equalization of
humorous and expositional characterizations

the drama or speech student could wish to know in an
analysis of this kind what effect the sounds of these names
will have upon the speaker and upon the audience it has al-
ready been mentioned that to speak the names and to feel
the sound of them as they are articulated sometimes creates
a different effect than when the names are read silently for
instance the name alicia in the tragedy of lanejanelaueidue shore by
nicholas rowe is a genuine and original sounding name con-
trived by the author for an important secondary character in
a footnote in the written copies of this play in the text by
nettleton and case it is pointed out that there is no historical
warrant for her presence inin the play 2 she contributes little in
the development of the major plot line nor in the exposition
or denouement of the ensuing action we may therefore ven-
ture that the name was chosen because of a whim on the part
of the author which gave him reason to believe it suited the
character in the play

on the other hand she was important enough to the action
not to be innominate or commonly named alicia is euphoni-
cally satisfying and distinctively adequate for its purpose par-
ticularlyticularly because of that quality which makes it unique and for
the use of soft and enjoyable sound syllables employed inin
construction of the name such a name might bear nothing by
way of association for people of this day but perhaps would
have connotations of other names or words which conveyed an
emotional distinction for instance alicia might have for
one reader the same connotative accents which are found in
the word delicious or militia or even vicious accord-
ing to the individual response that response of course would
depend upon the background experience of the reader or

george H nettleton and arthur E case british dramatists from dryden
to sheridan toronto george G harrap & co ltd 1939 p 509
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dramatist and also upon his ability to react imaginatively or
without a great degree of emotion the name itself is com-
posed of three syllables each of them easily articulated the
final syllable has a slightly false tone almost one of indeci-
sion but considered wholly it lacks extreme complication and
has no sudden turn in articulatory directions we trust the
name this is misleading because she proves to be heartless
in the final scene of the tragedy

amanda bellinda benzaydaBenzayda cleora dorinda
emilia fidelia holymaholemaHo lyma lucia lucinda and oc-

tavia all might have similar elements of like qualities in
them although any association with one of these names would
determine the extent of the stimulus which it might have upon
the hearer

mustachamustacheMustacha is another captivating name and here we find
a definite association with its common denominator mous-
tache upon the discovery of its use for a feminine character
the effect is startling this word alliteration must have been
intended by the author for the imagery seems too vivid for us
to dismiss it is possible that the author has given us oppor-
tunity for a preconception of character before we become fur-
ther acquainted with the personality this is perhaps exactly
what the author intended since turnabout is an applicable
technique inin writing comedy

some sounds bear personality connotations these are the
obvious and capricious names used to label characters in a
positive manner occasionally we discover some artful ones
such as mrs callicoecallicotCalli coe miss hoyden which has something of
the hoi polloi in it and is an obviously veiled hoiden which
means inelegant rude bofflbolflboldboid mrs peachumbeachumPeachum sir fopling
flutter john friendly major oldfox and lord plausible

some of the more contrived names which indicate that they
may have been sounded out rather than reconstructed from
traditional sources are the delightful dollalollaDolla lolla lord fop
pingtonhingtonpington sergeant ploddenoddenploddedPl drawcansir and dollabelladellabellaDollabella the
interesting abdelmelechAbdel melech almanzor abenemarAbenemar bellamourbeclamourBel lamour
cordelio hounslow and syphax mrs slammekinslammerkinSlammekin mrs mil
lamant and lady graveairsGraveairs all are so intriguing that they
command our respect and our attention because they sound
intriguing who would not wonder whether a mezzanamazzana or an
azmynarmyn were not priests or priestesses in jewelled costumery
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silently waiting beside a temple while a rose sky blushes around
an enormous moon

there isis a certain relationship between dorimantdorimanderimanDorimantimanit and the
voracious cormorant a greedy rapacious web footed bird of the
pelican family this comparison is made apparent after read-
ing the play and observing the similarities of the two we see
some of that same rapaciousness in dorimantDor imant in the scene
where he is attempting to break relationship with his mistress
mrs loveit he is cruel and outrageous in his use of her

attention should be drawn to the fact that there is a cor-
relation between the nature of the name given and the theme
which is to be developed this is unavoidable since the author
knows what he wishes to say and attempts to develop a theme
through expositional contrasts in dialogue and between char-
acters and the names of the characters come to him as the play
is fashioned names having romantic imagery or curious
musical variations in the syllable construction are seldom used
in the straight sophisticated type of comedy such as the re-
hearsalhearsal by george villiers in the comedy of manners such
as the man of mode by george etheregeetherageEtherege where the satire is
more evident but the names less conspicuous this idea finds
logical support certain names if not handled skillfully would
transpose a play from one category to another creating one
effect where another was desired

A footnote to the beggars opera by john gay appears
on page 534 in british dramatists from drydendry den to sheridan
stating the following

most of the names given to the characters are label names
based largely upon the canting language of the underworld
peachumbeachum to peach is to inform against one s accomplices
probably represents jonathan wild a notorious thieftakerthief taker
of the period who was the head of a band of criminals
some of whom he occasionally betrayed to the police for
pay he had been executed in 1725 for acting as a receiver
of stolen goods macheathmacbeathMacHeath son of the heath alludes to
the fact that the open heathsdeaths surrounding london were the
favorite haunts of the highwaymen who halted and robbed
stage coaches A twitcher is a pickpocket bagshot isis the
name of one of the heathsdeaths lying to the west of london on
the road to winchester and salisbury dimmingnimmingNimming means
stealing paddington and the mint were disreputable districts
of london the latter south of the thames being especially
famous because it preserved until the reign of george I1 the
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characteristics of a medieval sanctuary in which the officers
of the law could not arrest persons for debt A budge isis a
sneak thief trapes and slammekinslammerkinslammekin are synonyms for a
slovenly woman trull and doxy for a prostitute A diver
is a pickpocket the other names are self explanatory 3

although assignment of proper names to characters in a
story or play can be made merely as a response to necessity
having no logical or developmental or sequential motivation
other than that the characters must be called something it fol-
lows that there is still some psychological incentive for a
11 proper or appropriate name authors have been known to
change names of characters from otherwise previously accept-
able ones to those more in keeping with theme and setting or
style as the play matured people sometimes do this with their
own names when they find them no longer fitting possibly for
similar reasons the author being indulgent in his creative
privileges exercises that prerogative in this exciting and amaz-
ing process of giving names to fictional personalities

ibid 534


